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MICHAEL
KELLAR

IT'S ALL GOOD

R E S I S TA N C E I S
FUTILE

Mike and Jory attempt to
correct all of the wrong
they've done over the years.
Sec page 7.

NBC fuade a movie

about a Jbrmei- Fox
student. For details see

David LiaBraatcn reviews

the latest film in the Star
Trek saga. Sec page 4.

page 3.
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Annual Christmas celebration promises to please
JOHN FORTMEYER

their spouses and children,
and George Fox students.

GuesX Writer, The Crescent

Ti c k e t s a n d r e s e r v a t i o n s a r e

trance of the new residence

not necessary. The evening is
the university's Christmas gift
to its "family." The adjust
ments allowing larger crowds
are being made because of the
rapidly increasing attendance
each year and the addition of
Western Evangelical Seminary
faculty and students.
The biggest change may be
in the sequence. Instead of
ending with a candlelighting
program around Centennial
Tower, the evening will begin
with the increasingly popular

hall on the east campus, south
end of the Wheeler parking

With additions and changes
to adjust to the increasing
crowds, George Fox's fifth an
nual "A Christmas Celebra

tion" returns Saturday, Dec. 7.
The all-university Christmas
event

will

be

centered

in

Wheeler Sports Center on the
Newberg campus, but this
year will spill over into adja
cent areas to accommodate the

nearly 2,000 expected to at
tend.

And, doors will open at 6:30
p.m., a half-hour earlier than
previous years, to allow more
time for attenders to enjoy 15
entertainment and activity ar
eas. That is three more than a

year ago. The evening is free
and limited to the university
community: faculty, staff and

feature.

Last year it drew nearly
1,000 when it began at 9:15

p.m. This year, to help set the
appropriate tone for the cel

ebration, the candlelighting
(each attender will be given a
candle to light as part of the

program) will begin at 6 p.m.
with carol singing at the en

lot. Rides will end at the east

end of the Hess Creek Canyon
bridge, allowing easy return
to Wheeler Center for con

tinuing events.

Inside Miller Gym, con

tinuous entertainment will be

on four stages, with simulta
neous performances. New
this year is a steel-drum band
on a tropical theme stage. Last
year's surprise hit, the Cross
Light Singers, are back again
for a return engagement. Also
back, after being gone last
year for a Disney World per
formance, is George Fox's
new-look Dayspring touring
vocal group, performing on
an Old English stage set. The
fourth stage this year will be

The annual candlelighting ceremony will be Saturday.
returned to drama, with the

decorations, will occupy the

University Players presenting
a Toy Parade.
A 30-feet centerpiece tree,
with even more lights and

center court area, surrounded
Please turn to

CELEBRATION page 8

Unity Through Diversity message shared
A N D O L I V I A V. N AVA

tual experiences during the
conference. A great big

Guelst Writers, The Crescent

"GRACIAS" to all those who

MICHELLE LEDGERWOOD

made it financially possible for
On project 3 Sunday night,
November 10th, nine very ex
hausted, yet exhilarated,

us to attend.

Grantham, PA. We returned

For most of us, the highlight
of the conference was hearing
Coretta Scott King, widow of
the late Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., speak on Friday night, No
vember 8th. Her presence and
words were powerful and in
spirational. She encouraged
college students to promote

with a vision to continue en

multicultural awareness on

George Fox students and their

advisor returned from the
10th annual National Chris
tian Multicultural Student

Leadership Conference
hosted by Messiah College in

riching our lives and our com
munities with the beauty of
cultural diversity.
It is necessary to under
stand that this article can only
offer its reader a tiny morsel
of-our educational and spiri

their campuses and communi

change, but as an individual I
am responsible for the inter
nal. By being a stronger per
son, by speaking about my
opinions, and discussing is
sues of peace and justice I can
do something to help inform
those around me."
Over

15

different

work

shops were offered some were
"Talking About Race," "What
Color is Your Church," "A

Biblical Study from a
Multicultural Perspective,"
"Praising the Lord Through
Dance," "Reconciliation and

ties.

Atonement After the Million

Jen Cordsen, sophomore,
said, "In [Mrs. King's] address
the thing that hit me hardest
was that there are so many ex

Man March," and more.

t e r n a l f a c t s t h a t a r e d i f fi c u l t t o

Society members at the Leadership Conference

Between the ten Fox stu-

Please turn to

MULTICULTURAL Page 8

Fox Students prepare for a week of service
ANNETTE NELSON
While many of us will be
basking in the comforts of

viding several short term mis
sionary trips during break.
There are four serve trips
planned this year. Three of
these are traditional trips with

home, several George Fox stu
dents will abandon the chest

destinations in San Francisco,
Portland, and Pasadena. The

Staff Writer. The Crescent

nuts and eggnog for an oppor
tunity to serve.

Winter Serve tries to help
George Fox students carry out
Mark 16:15 (Go into all the

world and preach the good
news to all creation.) by pro

trips last for six or seven days
and cost participants either
$50 (for the Portland trip) or

convention sponsored by
Intcrvarsity, along with an es

consider Spring Serve which
runs during spring break.

tients in San Francisco, to

They will also be spending
five days in Chicago doing
work projects with Jesus

helping out with soup kitch

People USA, which is de

Coordinator, says that all trips
are in need of prayer support.
Financial support would also
be appreciated, especially by
those planning to go to

on the eleventh. The inner cit

ies will be targeted by each
team, with activities ranging
from ministry to the homeless
and hungry and AIDS pa
ens and community projects
in Portland, to playing with

timated 17,000 others.

scribed as a "unique, hippie-ish
Christian ministry." Due to its

kids in Pasadena.

destination, Urbana will cost

$135 (for the two California
destinations.)

participants $685, and the trip

All trips leave on the fourth

The fourth serve trip this
year will be traveling to
Urbana, Illinois where they

or fifth of January, and return

will attend a student mission

lasts ten days, from December
26 to January 6.

Interested students might

Jane Braun, a Winter Servo

Urbana.

Says Braun, "All the stu
dents have committed to go
on the Urbana trip, regardless
of the money. They are all
trusting God to provide."
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R E A C T I O N T O R W A N D A N R E F U G E E S I T U AT I O N

I would just like to take a
short

time

to

comment

on

Ethical questions are al
ways being raised about our
government's involvement

Chris
Stefaniw's
article
"United
States
and
Nme

in other countries and our

other

Zaire," of the November 22

Iraq decided to bomb Kuwait
just count how many troops

issue.

we would have over there.

Countries

Invade

Let me ask him (Chris

Stefaniw) this question: If
you were an innocent Hutu

Rwandan refugee, being held
hostage by cowardly Hutu
militias responsible for the

REACTION TO "SHE'S A
CHILD NOT A CHOICE "
Dear Editor,

1 want to thank you for put

self-motivated interests. If

We should certainly not be
ashamed of our governments
taking action in Zaire, but
rather over the amount of
time it has taken for the ac
tion. This is not some small

ing I have seen that dealt with minded of what might have
abortions after incest or

been Holidays, where the em
My neighbor, who was in his phasis is on children, pregnant
forties, raped me when I
twelve. When he learned that I

was pregnant he arranged for
an abortion. 1 was 4-5 monl^
Not a Choice" in the Crescent a
pregnant, so the abortionist
couple of weeks ago. When I chose
to cut the fetus out of me.
first noticed it, I panicked be
I
won'
t
go into details about the
cause 1 wasn't sure that I could
deal with seeing the photos of process, but I remember wish
ting the insert "She's A Child,

unborn babies.

ThuCrescenl encourages "Letters to the Editor." Letters should be typewritten and no longer than
25() words. Letters must be signed and may bcediled for length, spelling and clarity. The Crescent
a'serves lite righl to a-fuse publication of any icller. Send letters to Tite Crescent, SUB Box E.

Dear Crescent Staff,

Letters to the Editor...
body, so I am constantly re

I had an abortion 21 years
ago and the pain is still there. 1
realize that probably everyone
has heard the typical abortion
story about the young lovers
who opt for an abortion and
then in later years regret it.
My story is different. There
was no love, and 1 didn't make
the decisions to have sex or to

have an abortion. The paper in
the Crescent helped me to see
why I am still in the mental state
that I am in. It was the first writ

ing I would die
Abortion is far from painless.

1 literally felt like all of my insides were being torn out. I re

member passing out from the
pain and shock. The physical
pain eventually ended, but the
emotional scarring will always

women, and babies, malf "le
feel that I am somewhat less
than human. I want to climb m

a hole and never come out.

I've heard people say yo"
can always have

"whenthetimingisnght^. IriaTs
a nice statement, but another child
cannever replace theonethatwas

killed. Besides, having another
child is something I will probably
never be able to do. My doctors
have told me that because of the
amount of scar tissue in my uterus

(from the abortion) pregnancy is

be there. 1 have suffered from

extremely unlikely.

severe depression for years and
have attempted suidde a couple
times just to get rid of the pain

consequences of what they migjit

I woidd just like to ask your
readers to really tliink about the

and guilt.

do. The after effects of an abor

My child would be the same
age as most of the GFU student

pletely.

tion don't ever go away com

REACTION: WHY DIDN'T GEORGE FOX OBSERVE VETERANS DAY
Letter to the Editor:
When one chooses to attend

political, and religious persua

a great evil, communism, under

sions. At times we stand united,

stood the sacrifice on the part of

aware that the core curriculum

and at times we stand apart. No
matter how far apart our ideol-

of the University is going to re

ogy, we're all united with the

Americans to preserve our free
dom. "Democracy. It is a call to
untiring effort, to continual sacri
fice and to the willingness, if nec
essary. to die in its defense."
On Monday, November 11,

a Quaker college, they are

sands of Rwandan Tutsis,

tribal war we are dealing
with, and if it was, why

who are afraid of the conse

would countries around the

quences they will face from
their actions, and you were
dying from dehydration,
starving and suffering from
an epidemic, would you call
the long delayed aid of the
U.S. and participating coun
tries an "imperialistic adven
ture?" If you were a father

world be so concerned when

With the majority of students

they have nothing to benefit
from it. It usually takes more
than just a "pat., on the back"

being of a non-Quaker persua
sion, a great of tolerance and re
spect for the pacifist point of
view is required of them. This
is not to suggest that respect for
another's point of view or value
system is in error, but that it de

and freedom that it is threat

rades in tiieir arms in the midst of

ened by those who oppose what

battle.

serves to be retuned with the

we as Americans hold to be in

death of hundreds of thou

for countries to intervene.

I have considered that my
argument could also be
based on a matter of opin
ions as well, and if that is the

cause there was no clean wa

case then let me apologize
for my accusation. 1 know
our government has a very
liberal policy on foreign af

ter to be found, and whole

fairs, and we have often

villages of your people were
suffering for days on end,
would you then be con
cerned with the "meddling"

"meddled"

to some of these innocent

Hutus and you had to wit
ness your son's death be

of the Western countries in

your affairs?
Do you know that as we sit
in our comfortable beds to

night, a little unsatisfied with
what Marriott fed us for din

ner, there are thousands of

our fellow humans suffering
and dying as I write? We
have no idea what that is like.

I would not like to pro
nounce such a harsh judg
ment on Chris for being so
callous

that

he

would

not

think it a dire emergency that
we, immediately, do what
ever we can to possibly save
these hundreds of thousand

of dying people.
I cannot speak for the
countries surrounding Zaire
as far as what their contribu
tion is in the aid of this situ
ation, but I do know that as a

major world power the
United States is expected to
do something. As lb is, we

have put off action long
enough. Many countries

would be shocked if we

didn't do something. That is

part of the responsibility of
being a world power, just as
in any other influential posi

tion that has heavy responsi

bilities attached to it. We al

ways have and always will
have poverty and need
within our borders, but we

too

much

and

caused many problems. So
let me no put mu political
opinions into our Christian
faith perspective, which
should not be separated
from politics anyway. Say
you are,on you way to the
hospital because you have
been shot in he leg. You
come across a person who
has been in and accident

and is bleeding so pro
fusely that it is obvious he/

she will die if someone

does not stop to help.

Would you: a) hurry to the
hospital to take care of your
wound and then hurry back
to help the person, b) assume
that the people around will
eventually see that the per
son

needs

some

attention

and stop to help him/her,
and then continue on you
way, or c) put your injury
aside to save that persons
life? Do you see the point I
am trying to make? Are we
any more important than

these poor Rwandans? Af

ter we learned about what

the Nazis did to the Jews
during WWII in our his
tory classes, were you sit
ting at you desk thinking
about how we should have
constructed

more

welfare

programs at home, or were

you asking yourself why
everyone was turning their

heads to what was going
on, and why we did not

cannot use this as an excuse
or a reason to withhold our

step in sooner?

power and influence to act.

Miller

-Sincerely, Jean Genobia-

flect a pacifist point of view.

same respect.

The message that George Fox
University sent when it failed to
honor Veterans Day, a national
holiday, reeked of intolerance
and disrespect for the majority
of its students, and those who
s e r v e d i n a r m e d c o n fl i c t i n d e

fense of our country. Tolerance
and respect appears to be a one
way road at this institution of

higher learning.

America is a land that is com

prised of many different etlmic.

common bond as Americans,

that we desire to protect liberty,
and preserve the peace and
prosperity of our great land.
There do come times, that

when a nation possesses some
thing as magnificent as liberty

1996, much of America came to a

stop to recognize with honor,
those who gave fireir lives, and
those who held their dying com

"Was it worth it?" I asked one

dispensable. It is then that the
young men and women are sent
out to valiantly defend and sac
rifice their lives for what is just

veteran. " We lost so much" he

and noble, and sometimes what

dom."

replied, "and yet we gave to you
something more valuable ilian

our lives. I gave you your free

is not. It is out of their sacrifice

O n N o v e m b e r 11 , A m e r i c a

that we gain. As American citi
zens, we are indebted today,

paused to say thank you, but
George Fox University did not.
Swept up in the effort to promote

and in the future for their self
less servitude to us all. It is their

dedication and devotion that

allows our prosperity and free
dom.

John F. Kennedy, in the face of

peace, G^rge Fox University for

got to acknowledge those who

gave them fiie freedom to say no
to war; or they just didn't care.
Sincerely, Joel Marcott

Horoscopes and Burritos
JEREMY

LLOYD

Staff Writer, The Crescent

Today, while reading die news
paper and eating a burrito* fiom
Taco Bell** 1 came across the horo

scopes. Mine read: Aries - Today

you will eat somediing from one

of the four food groups. If you
have a car and someplace to go,
you might drive. Do not drink any
Doison today, it could be very
Ta r m f u l !

Impressed by the amazing ac

some seminary school 20 miles
away."

-Professor Ed Higgins, famous
for sticking dialk up his nose dur
ing lectures to get student's atten

tion, in a rage of poetry reading
passion will accidentally shove a

nally come out, causing stalkers
all over campus to breath a col
lective sigh of reHef.

I've dedded to write a few of my
own predictions for the coming
new year in this column. So, fo
cus on the crystal ball and let's

talking in chapel, campus pastor
Gregg Lamm wUl jump down

look into 1997 and the future of:

George Fox University

-After months of letter writing
and phone calls, Uni versi ty Presi
dent Ed Stevens will finally con
vince the editors of U.S. News and

World Report to add a category to
their annual higher education
rankings issue tided: "America's

best universities that are really
more like small colleges except for

the fact that they merged with

in touch with the women of
America."
EntertainmpnF

-Former Senator Bob Dole, af

ter already appearingonSaturday
#2 pencil up his left nostril, caus
Live and Late Night with
ing serious brain damage. Night
David Letterman, in yet another
Higgin's Creative Writing class attempt to improve his image
win conclude early that day.
-The Bruin directory will fi

curacy and professionalism in

which fiiis horoscope was written,

while the President himself stays
in the CDuntiy to "personally get

-Driven crazy by the constant

from the stage and beat up 5 stu
dents, sending 3 to the hospital.

Dew commercials in which

he, among other stunts, sky dives

on a clift in the Grand Canyon
while "slammin' a Dew."

Well, that's it. Please keep in

mmd while reading these that I am
^professional fortune teller

and that the views expressed are
-Sensing a need to better com- not necessarily those of the Cres
^te
thetoday'
attenti
nleand
tuition cent or Taco Bell.
dollafor
rs of
so
col
ge bound
* Crescent EditorAndy Miler has
youth, the University Board will
pass an ordinance requiring pro promised me $20 for every timeluse

fessors to rap all lectures d^ng me word "burrito" in anarticle. I think
Brum Preview Days.
Politics

AAV
I mmjubling
hoping tochUdhood.
get a Uttle en-

-In the first major political Jirsement action from them, too. Bv
BeU today for a
he wiU send wife Hilary to Zim'
dehaous seven layer burrito.

move of BliQn
i tons'aSd term
babwe to work on foreign

N^^only$1.19atparhdp,hngre.
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Former student enjoys fifteen minutes of fame
JOY KYLLINGMARK
Staff Writer, The Crescent

When

Michael

Kellar

graduated from George Fox
last May, the event received
more media attention than
usual.

In fact, scenes from the cer

emony were to become part of

an NBC movie that aired last

Kellar was something of a
misfit in high school, and the
movie pointed that out. He
prided himself on not "belong
ing" to the immature cliques so
common in high school. He
various jobs instead of going

straight into college.

"I didn't have a focus or a

Kellar's college graduation education was part of my fu
was only part of the story, ture, but it was just a matter of
however. The movie's focus

was on the 10-year high
school reunion that Kellar at

tended immediately follow

ing his graduation. The at

tendees spent a weekend re
treat together while cameras
tracked what was going on.
Results were later put to
gether to tell the story of how
everyone's life had gone, in
cluding Kellar's.

Kellar hesitated. "Everyone is

classmates. Most often he per

different," he said. "I would

ceived theirs as small-town

views of people who hadn't
yet found their personality. "I

took that as a challenge to stay,
wore "way out" clothes. Upon to make friends, to tweak a few
graduation, he worked on . minds here and there," he said.

direction," he said. "I knew an

August.

times clashed with those of his

getting it done."
He had meant to take a year
off, but the year became two,
then three, and finally six.
Kellar finally realized the time
had come to get on with his

"It was good for me, being out
six years, to come back to that
kind of atmosphere."
One thing Kellar appreci
ates now is the opportunity for

one-on-one relationships with
professors that he enjoyed as

a Fox student. "It's easy to take

things for granted," he said.

He majored in business, and

listed several professors who

at

had been influential during his
time at George Fox: Dirk

George Fox when he was 24.
"I wouldn't say I was old,
but I was older than the typi

Barram, Tom Head, Michael
Allen, and Deb Worden.
When asked what he would

education.

He

enrolled

cal freshman," Kellar said. He

advise a high school graduate

found that his views some

uncertain about the future.

tell them to really look inside
themselves, to do what they
really want to do."
Kellar doesn't feel that the

they were with in high
school. There wasn't too

much mixing." He expects
the 20-year reunion to be
more integrated.
When the show aired,

six-year gap in his education

Kellar became a mini celeb

to have finished college earlier,

rity. One of the first people
who recognized him was a

but I wouldn't be who I am

f e l l o w v a c a t i o n e r. K e l l a r a n d

right now," he said.
Kellar is currently working

his new bride were on the

was a loss. "Sure, I would like

as an assistant to the retail di

rector for Columbia Sports
wear factory outlet stores. "I
wouldn't trade it for anything
at this point in my life," he
said.
When Kellar walked into

the reunion last May, he no
ticed that many relationships
hadn't changed."It was a re
ally freaky feeling when you
first walked in that door," he

said. " Alot of people were still
sitting with the same people

plane returning from their
honeymoon in Hawaii.

The man asked Kellar if he
hadn't been on the show the

night before. Kellar said yes,

he had, and asked what was

anybody doing watching
television in Hawaii anyway!
For the next month and a

half, hardly a day went by

without one to three people
stopping Kellar and asking if

he had been in the movie. "I

think people were intrigued
because it was real," he said.

Dust off your dictionaries, Scrabble is coming
ANNETTE

NELSON

students learn a version of

Staff Writer, The Crescent

S c r a b b l e m o d i fi e d f o r t e a m

play.
To u r n a m e n t s a r e h e l d o n c e

Donna Paul has a rather

unusual passion; teaching
kids to play Scrabble.
Paul, a part time Marriott
employee, has loved Scrabble
since she was a kid. In 1994,
she took her show on the road.

In the last three years she has
visited over a dozen elemen

tary and junior high school
classrooms, teaching students
Scrabble and holding tourna

a year in May, with prizes do
nated from local merchants.

All players win prizes, regard
less of where their team places.
someday be able to enter an
Oregon team in the national
scrabble tournament (spon
sored by the National Scrabble

ther little Michael Jordans or

L i n fi e l d / F o x t o u r n a m e n t

She wants to give the average

budding Rhodes Scholars - a

chance to shine, and she also
loves the fact that kids "acci

dentally" learn to spell while
having a great time! Paul's

nament or club, or interested

any other aspect of the stu
dent Scrabble program is wel
come to contact Donna Paul

at dpaul@georgefox.edu or
call 537-7065.

When you can

Association.)

kids - the ones who are nei

Her motivation is twofold:

Newberg Scrabble Club which
will meet one Saturday a
month in the public library
starting in January.
Anyone interested in par
ticipating in the Scrabble tour

It is Paul's dream, however, to

Although Paul has taken
her game to nearly all of the
local grade schools, she would
also like to start a Scrabble pro
gram on the college level.
She is working on the

ments.

She would especially love
to attract education majors
who could learn how the pro
gram works and take it to their
students after graduation.
She is planning to start a

then you will

which is scheduled for April 5
to be held in the Bruin's Den.
She looks forward to the tour

nament this spring here at
George Fox.

Bookstore Christmas
Give Awav

10% off purchase
*just in time for Christmas: you

L l a c i n t o s h .

can receive an additional 10% off

More

all items with a $20 purchase.

al'fordable

than

ever*

The hardest part about anything is getting

started. That's why we're offering Macintosh*

W i n a $ 1 0 0 g i f t c e r t i fi c a t e

computers at low student prices. To help

*Every $5 purchase enters your
name in a drawing for 10 spec
tacular prizes. Grand prize is a

you start doing whatever you want to do.
And to make it even easier, apply for the

$100 gift certificate good for next

Apple* Computer Loan. So you can take
home a Mac.* and you won't have to make

semester's textbooks.

a payment for 90 days.* How do you get

*Drawing will be after chapel on
Dec. 11 and prizes will need to be

started? Visit your campus computer store
today and pick up a Mac.

c l a i m e d t h e s a m e d a y.
Yo u d o n ' t w a n t t o m i s s t h i s !

Leave

your

mark.

Join us 11am to 4:30pm on
D e c . 11 t h f o r h o t c i d e r a n d

great Christmas shopping!

Find the Bruin and win a

mystery prize. Call x4103.
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Resistance Is not futile
D AV I D

L I A B R AT T E N

Staff Writer. The Crescent

Nightmarish cinematogra
phy, bio-mechanical Zombies,
lime travel, duty, and a bit of
revenge ignite in the eighth
cinematic release of the Star

leads an attack on the Fed
eration that kills numerous

The Borg Queen is Trek's
most engaging and enigmatic

thousands. He is rescued

villain since Khan in Star Trek

and the bio-mechanical im

III.

plants are removed; but not
without deep mental and
physical scars.

Will Riker in Next Generation

Six years later, the Federa-

Trek saga.
Star Trek: First Contact rips
out your spinal cord and
shoves metal into your face.
Actually, that's what the Borg

and First Contact, directs this

film and may turn some heads
with his risky, bi
zarre and breath

taking cinematic
style.
F

attention.

In the opening
sequence Cap

only a collective identity.
They have no sense of self;

tain Picard flash
backs

there is no "I," only "we."

similate entire civilizations

into their collective by insert
ing bio-mechanical implants
in individuals.

main vivid and lifelike as they
change and
grow.
This

fi l m

Data, the Borg Queen, Picard, and the Borg body and speeds

tion engages the Borg in a
battle

over

Earth.

Picard

must again face the Borg
with a calculated mindset of

hate and a desire for revenge.
Not all the Borg see them

through endless
tunnels of skin^nd steel and

finally into space where we can
see the cube-shaped ship
floating in the multitude of
space.

The sick chills I experienced

in First Contact far exceed those

Data and Picard on the bridge of new Enterprise
First Contact had a solid

with Star Trek in the title

but you don't have to like

plot and interesting character Star Trek to like this filrn.
introspection. For the inten There is nothing a non-Trekkie
sity of the subject matter and w o u l d n ' t u n d e r s t a n d .
the many sided plot, however,
just under two hours was
not long enough. Rushed at
the

The useless techno-babble is

dropped as well.

be

ginning
and end

ing, the
fi

l

m

s h o u l d
h

a

v

e

t a k e n
m

o

r

time

e

to

analyze
the

na

ture

of

the Borg
c o l l e c

Picard and Data in Borglfied Enterprise-E

tive and Picard's hidden de- This film is a must see for

siTQ for vGng63ncG. sny action filrn lover, whetVier
Trekkies will see anything Trekkie or not.

presented by any other _

is

Trek film to date. Just the

thought of mixing nerves
and hard-wiring, flesh and
machinery makes me sick.

of several en
with

the Borg in the
Next

his

Picard's frozen

the conclusion
counters

to

captivity in the
dungeon-like
center of the Borg
ship. The camera
pulls away from

Bent on conquest, they as

Picard, Data, Geordi, Worf,
Crusher, Troi and Riker to re

s

scenes to catch

oid-half machine race with

S t a r Tr e k : F i r s t C o n t a c t a l l o w s

e

with strange

The Borg are a half human-

include the original series cast.

k

sprinkles the film

bre.

The first Trek movie not to

a

to Star Trek. He

t h e b o l d S t a r Tr e k t r a d i t i o n
and modern cinema's obses
sion with the dark and maca

Earth is next.

r

dabbles in a style
that is very new

\ ^ m

hand, is a excellent merger of

In Star Trek: First Contact,

' t

Jonathan Frakes, who plays

- i 'J

do. The movie, on the other

/' '*■>

I love it.

Genera

The plot is has many fac

tion series. The

ets. A race bent on confor

first major con

mity. One man seeking re
venge against his tormen
tors. An android on a quest

fl i c t b e t w e e n t h e
crew of the En

terprise and the

Borg was the Half man, half machine: the Borg
special two hour episode, The
Best of Both Worlds.
In this episode, Picard is
captured by the Borg and as
similated into the collective.

He is given mechanical im
plants and has his identity and
free will stripped away.
As Locutus of Borg, Picard

v:

to become human. Time

travel. The human race's

selves as part of "we." In

fi r s t c o n t a c t w i t h a l i e n l i f e .

First Contact we are intro

Hero worship. Pure fear.

duced to the Borg Queen.
Nothing more than a humanoid head and spine in a ro
botic body, she is the first

All of these themes and

one; the mind and will for all

cial effects and smooth cinema

the Borg.

plot lines weave in and out
to make a solid basis for

some mind-blowing spe

The Photo Co. has Moved!

tography.

We've relocated!

Calling all SantasT h i s y e a r, b u y

Our new 6tore is near

McDonald's off Hwy 99.
538-2721

more for less.

PHOTO PROCESSING PHOTOGRAPHY
1 Hour Fhoto Passport Photos

TryNewberg
Resale
It's perfect for the college budget
538-4745
Across the street from Videoland, behind Carquest.

newberg

mail room _

LOREN BERG
rib

MAILBOX RENTAL
PA G E R S

UPS/MID-VALLEY
US MAIL
SALES HOURS

MON-FBI

6AM-7PM

8AT..IAM-6PM S1W..12-5PM

WHERE

CSLD.FASHIONED

i

=s=|

COURTESY 18 GUARANTEED 1^

K Q Q . Q 1I C303E1l1(NtwaiMSilH)
-I

411 E 1*1 (Parti & Strvica) UVW V Iw
Geo Geo Geo Geo Geo Geo

Geo

Geo

Geo

Geo

Geo

FAX

COPIES

OFFICE SUPPLIES

SHIPPING SUPPLIES
PACKAGING / SHIPPING
keys

(503) 538-5555

FAX (503) 538-4607

notary

STEVE WARE
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Kara Fouts Don't 866 DidboHque
her abusive husband (Chazz
Palminteri) as the headmas

t e r. O n e o f t h e t e a c h e r s

numerous affairs with, con

mildly entertain. But more
frustrating that that, the

band is trying to kill her so
he can own the school. Con

cial two hour edition of
Days of Our Lives" or "As

the World Turns." Though

the plot Is probably one
you've seen on numerous
soap operas, this one made

it to the big screen.

A women (Isabelle
Adjani) owns and runs a

private boys school with

"Diablolique was too far

fetched to thrill or even

vinces Adjani that her hus

Surprisingly enough,
"Diablolique is not a spe

band.

(Sharon Stone) whom

Palminteri is having one of

Emily Plato

Adjani to kill her hus

sequently they must join
forces and kill him first.

So they do, only Stone and

Palminteri are secretly working together and stage his
death. Through a long,

movie takes a worthless

stand against domestic vio
lence. In the end the detec

tive (Kathy Bates), who has
popped up throughout the

We are. not just another group out
there selling the same boring stuff.
Oh no! We are offering a total of
FIVE different types of chocolate
and Pepperoni & Teriaki Sticks
Chocolate Almond Bar Carmel Nut Buddies

Chocolate Camch Bar Peanut Butter Bar

look like self defense because

We Ofe raising money to toke The Crescent to o Notionol
Competition. See o member of The Crescent staff or stop by the
office to get your goodies for o buck,

he abused his wife.

It's almost as if the pro

chain of events they stage it

ducers decided at the last

"come back to life" and scare

Adjani so badly that she will

minute that "Diabolique"
would be a righteous movie,
standing for what's moral

asthma attacks.

theme didn't surface until

Only the plan backfires
and the fickle Stone changes
loyalties again and helps

the last two minutes, making

die from one of her frequent

Chocolate!

movie, helps the women
stage Palminteri's death to

twisted, and unbelievable

so Palminteri's body will

r - \

and just. However that
it a nauseating attempt to

Mint Cookie Bar

A&E editor position
now a\'ailable. inquire at
C r e s c e n t o f fi c e f o r a p p l i c a t i o n

reedeem this pathetic movie.

Sleepers shows friendship stronger than blood

PAN SAWYER

domly beat the inmates.

On Shakes' thirteenth birth

Guest Writer

A

care-free

childhood

nestled in the midst of petty

day, Sean Nokes-one of four
full-time guards at the boys
home-leads the four friends

crime, mafia godfathers and

down into the basement of the

domestic violence is not nec

school, makes all except Shakes
face the wall, and gives Shakes
a "birthday present." He de
mands a blow job.
As the camera turns away

essarily a dangerous thing.
When there are discernible

rules and life is predictable, it
is, in a way, safe. Life in Hell's
Kitchen was as safe as anyone

and

runs

down

the

basement

nity was close-knit, and the
world had borders that pro

tunnel, the heart-ripping
screams of a boy whose inno
cence is ripped away echo mer

tected it's own. It was the

cilessly through the theater, as

could make it. The commu

ideal place to spend a child

Shakes' adult voice narrates: "I

have no clear memory of tlie

Father Bobby (deNIro), Shakes (Patrick), Micheal (Pitt), and the Attorney O'Brien (Dustin

Sleepers, adapted almost

sexual abuse we all endured

Hoffman

Lorenzo "Shakes" Carcaterra,

Wilkinson Home for Boys. 1
have buried it as deep as it can

After chronicling the
abuse suffered by all four

con) full of eighteen holes,
then pay their bills and leave.

story of four twelve year-old possibly go; but it is there and
boys who are yanked from the wi 11 always be there no matter
safety of family and home and how hard I try to block it out.
placed in a reform school for In the blurry visions I am al-

boys (mental, physical,
sexual, and spiritual), the

The killers were two of

too-many intimate brushes
with corruption, sexual abuse,
violence and betrayal, choked

Shakes' best friend, once upon

back bile and rained tears

a time. The third friend,

through the whole film.

hood.

verbatim from the book by

is the gut-wrenching true

during our stay at the

slx to eighteen months. Their ways alone and crying out
crime was a prank gone against the pain, the shame, and

wrong,
resulting in injuary and
the empty feel
inthe
g thetracks
abuse of
body
of
^ At ith,
their HamaSe
new' home, the
one'sleaves
mind. 1inam
held in place

fi l m c u t s t o a b a r s i x t e e n

years later. Two killers are

dining at the bar when an old

"friend" walks in. They sit
down with him and begin to
ask him questions: "Sean, it's

been a long time...All this
time ! thought you liked
f***ing and beating up little

boys?" After a brief ex

- ssa-- "* ""
courage violence and ran- childhood.

change, both killers draw
their guns and drill a now
debauched Nokes (Kevin Ba-

Michael (Brad Pitt), is a DA

Because of the nature of the

and manages to get assigned

story, there have been many
allegations that Lorenzo

to the case.
Michael and Shakes work

Carcaterra faked the whole

up a plan to get their friends

story to capitalize on public

off the hook for murder, both

s e n s a t i o n a l i s m . H o w e v e r,

believing that what happened

anyone who has any experi

the court case, all of the guards

tims will see immediately that
the story is too stark, graphic,

was justice. In the course of
at the Wilkinson Home for

Boys who participated in the
abuse are exposed and made
to confront their sins, bringing
to a close years of unrequited

rage and pain that were in
flicted upon four helpless
boys.

Sleepers is a powerful, mov

ing, and provocative film that

allows the viewer to ride the
emotional roller-coaster of a

sexual abuse victim. Through
lason Patrick's narration, the
viewer experiences the spiri
tual and emotional effects of

rape (although, granted, not to

the extent of actually being
victimized). The film evokes
bile and tears in the same in

stant, splitting the viewer be

ence with sexual abuse vic

and true-to-Iife to have been
faked.

Sleepers is well worth the
time and emotional energy
necessary to watch it. The
movie has many less brutal
facets that make it bearable

and even uplifting, but which
I don't have time to explore
here. It is an absolute must-

see for any Christian. Aside
from the social significance al
ready pointed out, it is very

sympathetic toward Chris

tianity (one of the adult heroes

is a priest) and captures, in the
character of Father Bobby
(Robert dc Niro), the true

spirit of the faith: ministering
to the needy.

tween grief-stricken terror
and the uncontrollable urge to

Men

mystique and misconceptions

$480 weekly assembling

surrounding abuse and vic
timization and lays bare the
stark emotional truth so often

ignored by Americans and
Christians alike.

I, who am calloused and
To m m y,

Micheal, at Wilkinson's athletic field
Shakes, John, and

HELP WANTED

run. It removes the cultural

jaded to evil in the world from

or

Women

earn

circuit boards/ electronic

components at home.
Experience unecessary. will
train. Immediate openings

your local area. Call 1-520680-7891 Ext. C200
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Men's basketball: young but determined
the history of
George Fox....I've

something this year
that will keep going

S A R A H S WA N S O N

Sports Editor, The Crescent

for

Winter is here, and with it

comes freezing rain, wind
storms, and, of course, basket
ball season.

This year will definitely be
a building season for the
George Fox men's basketball
team. Last year the Bruins lost
six of their players to gradua
tion, and left only one senior,
James Homolko. The teams
only juniors, Jared Gallop and
Kyle Wonderly, arc red-shirting this year.This means that
the Bruins are left with a team

full of sophomores and fresh
m e n .

But don't count George Fox
out. They may be young, but,
according to head coach Mark
Vernon, "they're good play
ers." The biggest obstacle
they will face is the physical

the

next

had 2 All-Ameri

few

years."
After three games,
it is apparent that four
main players are
emerging for the Bru
ins. Kyle Valentine
(sophomore. West

can players who,

Linn, OR) has been

ready showing a
potential All-

their

freshman

year, averaged
only 10 points and

7 rebounds per

game." With his
stats, Kroon is al

averaging 16 points
and 6 assists per
game. Vernon feels

American career.

Even with these

t h a t Va l e n t i n e i s " o n e

four standout play

of the best defensive

ers, the Bruins face

a tough season
ahead. Vernon says
that this league is
"the best league in
the country in the
NAIA by far.

players in the
league."
Mike Faber, a

sophomore post from
Salem, OR, is a 6'8

post who is averaging
15 points and 8 re
bounds per game.

Coaches for this year's team

are 15th-year head coach
Vernon and Aaron Downs, a

1996 graduate and part-time
starter on last year's team.

Vernon says he strives to get
the most out of his players. "I

expect nothing less than 100%

effort. Then I try to make our
players as intelligent as pos
sible." According to Vernon,
basketball, like all sports, is a

mind game. "All things being
equal physically, the smarter
team will win."

The Bruins have four more

games before Christmas vaca

tion, which they will use to pre

pare for their first conference

games on January 3rd and 4th.
Then, on the 10th and 11th, they

travel up to Washington to play

fi f t h

UPS and Pacific Lutheran. All

place teams in our
league could go to

of these games take place before

tine were sometimes

Nationals

starters for the Bruins

majority of the Bruins' fans,

differences. Freshmen and

sophomores simply aren't as
big or as used to the physical
game as the older players are.
Vernon says that the Bruins
will simply, "have to have
young freshmen and sopho

last year and are "tre
mendous sopho
mores" according to

just fine."
This year, the top
teams will prob
ably
be

m o r e s t u r n i n t o m e n f a s t e r. "

more standout for the team.

Coming off an 11-13 sea

As shooting guard, he aver
ages 11 points a game and is a

son, the Bruins have rela

Fourth

B o t h F a b e r a n d Va l e n

Waiting for the rebound: George Fox and
Western Baptist. Tuesday, Nov. 22.

Ve r n o n .

Aaron Newkirk (Central

Point, OR) is another sopho

tively simple goals. "We
want to play to our potential

s o l i d d e f e n d e r.

and let wins and losses take

prise for the Bruins is fresh

care

said

man Ben Kroon. Kroon, a 6'6

Vernon. "We are building

wing from Wasilla, Alaska is

of

themselves."

Perhaps the biggest sur

and

and

do

Whitworth—who

already, after only three col
lege games, averaging 16
points a game and leading

took second place in the
NAIA nationals last year—

t h e t e a m w i t h 11 r e b o u n d s a

sity of Puget Sound. Vernon
says of the George Fox team,
"whether we're a playoff

game. Most freshmen don't
get off the bench, Kroon is
averaging 40 minutes of
playing time per game.
Vernon says that Kroon is
"maybe the best freshman in

Lewis & Clark and Univer

the rest of the student body, the
come back.

Vernon's team will miss the

support of the George Fox stu
dents. "We appreciate the fans
and how they are so support

ive. 1 also appreciate the fact
that they root for our team and
not against the opponent. It's
a great environment to play
in."

This year should bring some

team or not we'll be a team

excitement to Bruin men's bas

[other teams] will have to

ketball. Though the team is
young, Vernon is confident that,
"the future is bright."

beat...they will have to come
ready to play."

A solid season ahead for women's basketball
SARAH

JOHNSON

Staff Writer, The Crescent
Basketball Season is start

ing once again. This season,
the George Fox women's bas

team: Angela Pettit (senior,
Kansas City, MO), Keelie

Keown (senior, Oakridge, OR),
Tonya Miller (junior. West
Linn, OR) and Nancy

with the team and the play
ers personally.
Also, they can really relate
to the players because they
are so young and have been

be easy for the Bruins. They
should face some stiff com

petition in conference play.
Look for them to be duking
it out with the other teams in
their conference

for the top playoff

ketball team has an interim

head coach, following the de
parture of Sherri Murrell. The
interim coach is no stranger to
George Fox, or the Bruins: in

spots.
The Bruins have

a good chance of
succeeding, espe
cially with all the
experienced play
ers they have in
their line up. Look

fact he was assistant coach two
years ago.

He is Scott Rueck, origi
nally from Hillsboro, Oregon.
A 1992 OSU graduate with a
Masters of Arts and Teaching,
Rueck has taught middle
school for the last three years,
as well as assisting the Bruins
for two of those years. After a

Rissmiller

one-year stint as head

Fairbanks, AK) and

for Pettit, Keown,
Miller to standout
for the Bruins. Also
look to Cherish

Carroll (junior,

women's tennis coach, Rueck

Becci Harper (jun

signed a one-year contract to

i o r, M o n m o u t h ,

coach womens' basketball at

OR) to liven things

George Fox while the athletic
department looks for a perma
nent head coach. In addition

to coaching women's basket
ball, Rueck teaches four

up on the court.
Sophomore Rachel Powell ( Turner, OR) goes one-on-one with
Western Baptist defender on Wednesday, Nov. 23.
Rissmiller (junior, Tigard, OR)

man Performance depart

. Rueck explains that having
worked with some of the play

m e n t .

ers "has made the transition to

classes in the Health and Hu

Rueck inherits a veteran

team'from his predecessor,
Murrell, with four of the five
starters from the 1995-96 sea

son returning. Experience is
something that should really

put the Lady Bruins in the run
ning for a high finish in the
conference, and a possible
playoff berth. They finished

this job as easy as it could have
been."

Rueck also got to know the

players last year in some help

that he gave ^e team before ten

nis season really got underway.
Tw o a s s i s t a n t c o a c h e s a r e

taking some of the load off
Coach Rueck's back: Liz

Stephens and Kristi Fleming.

of doing even better in the

Both are George Fox alumni,
who have played for the Bru
ins in the last few years. One

1996-97 season.

of the biggest bonuses which

third in the conference last

year and have a good chance

and

Rueck has already coached they bring to the program is
five'of the players on this years the time which they can spend

teammates and peers to some
of the team that is playing this
year. As well as assisHng with

the program this year, both

Fleming and Stephens are
playing an important role in
recruiting for the future suc
cess of the George Fox Bruins.
Because of the NAIA rank

ing that the Bruins received,
21 in the nation, there are

high expectations for this
team of veterans. "It'll be fun

to see how everything turns
out," says Head coach Rueck,
"it's a great opportunity with

Harper has already

been named NCIC

player of the week
once for her 38 points and 22
rebounds in the Bruins

Thanksgiving week road trip
to California.

Sophomore Rachel Powell

(Turner, OR) also should get

some quality court time for the
Bruins.

The Bruins have already
played three games this sea

son. Saturday, November 23,
they lost a heartbreaker to
Western Baptist. The Bruins
were sluggish for the first half,

with the Warriors having a

four minutes left in the game the
Bruins trailed by 12 points, a
seemingly insurmountable dif
ference. However, the Bruins

scored eleven unanswered points

in the next three minutes to pull
within one point of the Warriors.
With one minute left in the game
the score was 60-61.

Unfortunately, the Bruins

were unable to sink another shot

to pull ahead of Westem Baptist.
With ten seconds left in the game,
the Warriors sent two points
through the net to end the match
63-61.

November 27 again proved to
be a hard fought game for the
Bruins, going into overtime and

ending with George Fox falling
69-71 to Azuza Pacific.

Rissmiller evened the game
63-63 with five seconds left in

regular time, and finished with a

game-high 18 points. But Azuza
Pacific turned up the heat in over
time and the Bruins were unable
to match their fire.

On Saturday November 29, in
the second game of the team's
Califomia road trip, the Bruins
pulled their first win of the sea
son, defeating Souther Califomia
70-66.

This game, too, went long for

the Bruins, requiring two over
time periods before a win.

At the half, the Bruins were

behind 29-20, but, with the help
of Harper and Rissmiller, rallied
for a 59-59 tie. The first overtime
period again ended in a tie, but
the Bruins pulled ahead of

spectacular 17-4 point run to

^uther
Cal and defeated them
by a good four points.

play again this year."

at the halftime break.
But the Bruins came on

be a powerhouse team in the

ans, this season isn't going to

strong in the second half. With

all of the veterans back to
Even with all of the veter

build a 31-16. They led 37-29

All in all, the Bruins expect to

NCIC this season. Good luck.
Bruins, and have a great year.
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Mike and Jory come clean?

Sports Talk
with

much a bachelor. A very eli

Mike

caused any inconvenience.
Correction: Actually some

gible bachelor. He's not en

gaged to Liz or anybody else

of the corrections in this ar

3 matter of fact. We're not

ticle aren't correct corrections.
It wouldn't be correct to cor

^'y'ug to hint anything or give

■ Vy I T the wrong impresI V just that Jeff Wells is
J totally
game. Girls, he's
on fair
the market.

the corrections that are incor

rect. Possibly in the future we

Actually, when we really sat
down and thought about it,
there were a couple of other
things that have been printed

can devote an article to cor

been "totally true," or "hon

M a n f r e d Ts c h a n i s f r o m S w i t

MIKE SMOLKO & JQRy SMfTH
Staff Columnists. The Crescent

Correction: A few weeks

rect them now since this ar
ticle is devoted to correcting

back It was printed in this col
umn that Jeff Wells and Liz

in our article which haven't

the record and apologize for

uphold as Christians. There
fore, we have decided to de

recting the corrections in this
article that aren't correct.

Correction: In one of our
fi r s t a r t i c l e s w e s a i d t h a t

zerland when actually he is

est," or consistent with the in

James are engaged. Mike and
Jory and I would like to clear tegrity that we are trying to
this unfortunate error because

vote this last article of the se

actually Jeff and Liz are just mester to correcting some of

friends. We're not really sure

how we came upon the idea

that they were engaged. Its
ij"cute"
^st thattogether
we thought
were
and they
we sort
of

let the idea run rampant in our

imaginations. Its not that they

were "together," so to speak,

to be able to be called cute. Its
just that Jory saw them walk

our errors. So, here we go...

Correction: Mike Biggs
name isn't really Biggs. Its
Wirta. We don't understand

this. We don't think anybody

does. Good luck Mike!

Correction: Pat Bailey re
ally didn't go to Wichita state
and, well, he wasn't an all-star
forward on their soccer team

Note: These cardboard cutouts are also available in the bookstore.

Mike just wanted an excuse
to meet that "new" girl,
Sharon Bamett.
Correction: Earlier in the

year when we said that Jory
played for Illinois State, we
didn't mean that he played
"Sweeper" for their soccer
team. We meant "Trombone"

Correction: We took credit

limit our deceitfulness. Oh,

for coming up with the idea of

and we would like to make

travel schedules.

the consonant-vowel ratio. It

the disclaimer that we truly

was actually Shaun Mcnay's

believe, with our whole
hearts, that Chuck and Jack

caused you. The

Correction: Mike doesn't

truth is that before

spend as much time as he
says studying for his World
of Music class. Actually Mike
doesn't really spend anytime
studying for it. He's plan
ning on seeing if there's a
book required sometime be

pretty much un
known what Pat did

fore the final. He's also plan

or where he came

ning on finding out what

from. He sort of just
"appeared" in Or
egon. Creepy.
Correction: Ear

Correction: The campus
address of George Fox is 414
North Meridian, not 412.
Correction: Our article on

kinda said that we

the Bruin Junior—it was a lie.

t r i e d o u t f o r t h e Vo l

leyball team. We
know this will prob
ably be a "shock" to
some of you. The

Mike, after being asked by a reader if oul for\he Volthere was any truth in his article.

Correction: Earlier in the

year we said that we are stu

dents here at George Fox.
Well, actually we're not. We

go to the University of Paget
Sound.

Correction: In our roster

Mike is actually 6'4" not 6'6"

and he weighs 165 pounds

past each other in the middle ally we were just walking

of campus and they were both through the gym, minding our
wearing navy blue sweatshirts own business, and then we
on the same day. In all reality, found ourselves in knee pads
on the court with the girls.

Forest and we hope that this
error did not tarnish his

"those punks..." Sorry if this
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did not actually go to Wake
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If you have any problems
or qualms with our article
concerning any facts or infor
mation, please contact Rob

• credits transferable
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1984 Olympics.

study programs
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• Computer Rental

Correction: They had elec

tricity when Craig Taylor at

College

Printing & Copying
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Hey, guys, we hope we've set the record straight.

tended Pacific College.
Pretty Much Truth: Earlier
in the year when we referred to
the students at Linfield as,

not 190.

Jerusalem
University

l a z e i ^ r u iCXDPIES^
ck,

idea.

time the class meets.

lier in the year we

truth is that we 0ory

mn.-frl 7:30-8:00'Sat8-5

tions, we just wanted to be
honest with you all. Journal
ism has a bad rap and we
don't want to add to that by
deceiving you. So for now on
we will honestly give our best
efforts to willingly try and

nience in your plans and/or

Before that, it is

flnd much more

to apologize for his/her ac

the inconvenience

Linn High School.

• Forms

the Engineering department
for further study.
Even though it is not al
ways appropriate for a person

ist CC.

was the head base
b a l l c o a c h a t We s t

• Full Color Copies
• Transparencies

record in any way as a coach
here at George Fox. He is our
personal friend and confidant.
Steve, if your listening at home,
we are sorry for this inconve
nience and we hope that in no
way, shape, or form does this
blemish your illustrious career
at Southern Wyoming Method

this comment and have for
warded it to Bob Harder in

for their pep band. Sorry if
this caused any inconve

Pat came here, he

Jeff Wells is actually very

Mike with his girlfriend Patty Findley and cardboard cutout of Jory.

either. Sorry Pat for

that this may have

1 ¥

from Europe. We withdraw-
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PA G E S

Or Something
Like mat...
From WhiteBoard News

At a Santa Fe gas station: We
will sell gasoline to anyone in
a glass container.
I n a N e w Yo r k r e s t a u r a n t :

Customers who consider our

waitresses uncivil ought to see
the manager.
On the wall of a Baltimore

estate: Trespassers will be pros
THE

Long separated by cruel

"WORST ANALOGIES EVER

fate, the star-crossed lovers

WRITTEN

raced across the grassy field

WINNERS

OF
IN

A

HIGH

S C H O O L E S S AY " C O N T E S T

He spoke with the wisdom
that can only come from expe
rience, like a guy who went
blind because he looked at a

.solar eclipse without one of
those boxes with a pinhole in
it and now goes around the
country speaking at high
schools about the dangers of
looking at a solar eclipse with
out one of those boxes with a

pinhole in it. (Joseph Romm,.
Washington)
The littleboat gently drifted
across the pond exactly the
way a bowling ball wouldn't.
(Russell Beland, Springfield)
Her hair glistened in the
rain like nose hair after a

ecuted to the full extent of the

law. —Sisters of Mercy

On a long-established New
freight trains, one having left Mexico dry cleaners: 38 years
Cleveland at 6:36 p.m. trav on the same spot.
eling at 55 mph, the other
In a Los Angeles dance hall:
from Topeka at 4:19 p.m. at a
speed of 35 mph. (Jennifer Good clean dancing every
Hart, Arlington)
night but Sunday.
toward each other like two

The politician was gone
but unnoticed, like the period
after the Dr. on a Or Pepper
can. (Wayne Goode, Madi
son, Ala.)

In a Florida maternity ward:
No children allowed.

In the offices of a loan com

pany: Ask about our plans for
owning your home.
I n a N e w Yo r k m e d i c a l

building: Mental Health Pre
John and Mary had never
met. They were like two
hummingbirds who had also

vention Center

On a New York convalescent

sneeze. (Chuck Smith,

never met. (Russell Beland,

home: For the sick and tired of

Woodbridge)

Springfield)

the Episcopal Church.

Her eyes were like two
brown circles with big black

nous-sounding, much like

dots in the center. (Russell

the sound of a thin sheet of

Beland, Springfield)

metal being shaken back

Her vocabulary was as bad
as, like, whatever. (Unknown)
He was as tall as a six-foot-

three-inch tree. (Jack Bross,

Chevy Chase)
The hailstones leaped from
the pavement, just like mag

gots when you fry them in hot
grease. (Gary F. Hevel, Silver
Spring)

The

thunder

was

omi

stage during the storm scene

in a play. (Barbara Fetherolf,

The red brick wall was the

gland church: Will the last per

color of a brick-red Crayola

In the vestry of a New En
son to leave please see that the

perpetual light is extinguished.

THE

FOLLOWING

ACTUAL

RIGHT

would be buried in the credits

GOOD

Springfield)

At a number of military

On a display of "I love you
only" valentine cards; Now
available in multi-packs.

her life was a movie this guy
Man." (Russell Beland,

lowest possible prices and
workmanship.

His thoughts tumbled in
his head, making and break
ing alliances like underpants
in a dryer without Cling Free
(Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

enough, but she knew that if
as something like "Second Tall

is to give our customers the

rized personnel.

crayon.

Her date was pleasant

On a Maine shop: Our motto

bases: Restricted to unautho

Alexandria)

SIGNS

HERE
OLD

ARE
SEEN

IN

THE

USA

At gas eateries through the
nation: Eat here and get gas.

Honors diversity
• Continued from page 1

for people of all cultures to

dents who attended, we were

tendees went to learn and
didn't feel threatened when
issues, such as Affirmative

able to take part in most of the
conferences.

Messiah College's gospel
choir, also known as United
Voices of Praise, performed a
few hand clappin', foot

stompin', hand swaying'.
Holy Ghost fillin' songs dur
ing a praise and worship ser
vice. " [There is] Nothing on

this earth that touches the core

of my soul like black gospel
music, so I thanked a few
choir members for minister

ing to me with their freedom

In a New York drugstore: We ■ to worship the Lord," shared
dispense with accuracy

They lived in a typical sub
urban neighborhood with
picket fences that resembled
Nancy Kerrigan's teeth (Paul
Kocak, Syracuse, N.Y.)

Multicultural:

In a Pennsylvania cemetery:
Persons are prohibited from
picking flowers from any but
their own graves.
O n a r o l l e r c o a s t e r : Wa t c h

your head.

Olivia Nava, junior.

During "open mic" time
the very talented, and some
not-so-talented, were given

the opportunity to perform.
Performances included sing

•Continued from page 1

with a desire to share words

of encouragement with the

KARI

The upper level of Wheeler
Center

will

feature

a

new

Christmas craft activity area,
a children's program with
clown and performers, a

model train display, a Photos
with Santa spot, and entertain
ment areas for handbell and

woodwind performing

young children.
Helping set the atmo
sphere and with an even
higher purpose will be 60
student-decorated

trees.

That is 10 more than a year
ago. They will brighten all
stages and entertainment ar

Unniversitycomm unity,
headed by Barry Hubbell, Ex
ecutive Assistant to the Presi

dent,
and
Danya
Ochsner,Director of special
events.

pressed in her speech, "Love
is the key that opens the door

and 3rd Wednesday at 5:45
pm in the Sub basement, all

GOOEL

Staff Writer, The Crescent

proved moving to a plus mi
nus grading system, which

will be implemented begin
Prior to the change in

The evening is designed as
a family event, with parents
and young children remaining

a cup.

Hand in hand, niano a

New plus/minus
system examined

trance to Miller Gym.

Also roaming will be Fa
ther Christmas, giving out
1,000 bags of Christmas
treats to young and not-so-

come together in unity, break
ing comfort zones.

are welcome.

as they vie for prizes.

tain.

we each take it into our hearts

meetings are held every 1st

outside the north side en

entrance of Wheeler Center, it
will offer six choices, at $1.50

standing on our campus. If

back to their communities and
schools.
The conference was a time

cold and hot drinks will be

Cottage. Located at the east

Working together we can

help to incorporate cross-cul

present to carry "the dream"

handcrafted items and themes

at various locations to enter

us together."

230 students and advisors

their trees, usually with

it will be operated by Coffee

nitely uses diversity to bring

leading to understanding of
all humanity."
Multicultural Society

audience. She challenged the

featured in a nativity setting

together for the various activi-.
ties and no babysitting services
provided.
A monitored coat drop-off
area will be provided.
Planning for this enormous
one-evening event has taken
nearly three months for the 30member committee represent
ing all areas of the George Fox

sophomore, "The Lord defi

mano, we can make a differ
ence. As Mrs. King ex

Fox drama students will be

cart. Contracted for the event,

the comfort of my own cul
ture, " said Denise Jackson,

filled the room moving many
to tears, and all rose to their
feet with an ecstatic applause.
Michelle Ledgerwood, jun
ior, also took part in open mic

throughout the evening.
Cotton candy, popcorn and

will sing traditional songs as
they stroll inside and outside
of Wheeler Center, stopping

challenged me to step out of

complished. We need to

centage as an A-i-, this created

at the start of the wagon rides.
Added this year is an espresso

"The conference opened

my mind to new cultures and

Dream" speech. As he recited
the speech love, joy, and hope

home. Student groups are given

Dickens Christmas carolers

an understanding.

onciliation alive in our per
sonal life, much can be ac

Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a

be inside Miller Gym.
Live animals and George

nasium, with hot drinks also

gether to respectfully reach

King, Jr.'s dream of racial rec

was assigned the same per

available inside Miller Gym

issue. It was about every

body living and working to

eloquently recited Dr. Martin

ning fall of 97.

$25 each to light and decorate

were raised. Nothing was
made into a black and white

to keep Dr. Martin Luther

have a Christmas tree for their

mas treats, will be available

very, and ethno-centricism,

from Wheaton College who

other Photos With Santa will

lighted by homemade Christ

solved issues concerning sla

recitation by a male student,

Our favorite was a speech

A brass ensemble will per
form in the lower lobby. Two

by table seating.
Christmas foods, high

Action, immigration, unre

tural awareness and under

eas, then will be given away on
Monday to those in the commu
nity who otherwise might not

groups.

through fellowship. All at

ing, dance, sign language in
terpretation, and pantomime.

Last spring the faculty ap

Celebration: Not to be missed

break cultural barriers

policy, pluses and minuses
would not affect GPA, an Aan inconsistent method of

grading.

All outside organizations

calculate plus and minus
grades to determine GPA
upon entrance. This meant a
4.0 GPA at George Fox is not
necessarily a 4.0 at another

not use a plus minus system.
Faculty will begin to use
plus minus grading this year
to begin the transition, how

ever, the change will not affect
student's GPA this year.

There was little dialogue

about the move to plus minus
grading. Faculty voted, and
the matter was taken to a Town
Hall discussion. Students ex

pressed minimal concern,
mainly in regard to scholar
ship adjustments.

This is something that was

a concern for students as well

as faculty. Faculty were

admant about protecting stu
dent .scholarships, despite

school, including graduate

changes in grading. Scholar

stress. The goal of moving to

recalibrated as to allow the

schools. This creates undue

this system is to eliminate

confusion and to fall in line
with the standards that all
other institution follow. In
order to be consistent with

ship requirements will be
same students to qualify for

the same scholarships that
they did under the previous
grading system.

As for student GPA, this

other institution, moving to a

transitition period is a good

plus minus system seemed to
be a logical step.

way to see what grades will

look like under the new .sys

George Fox University was

rewarded. Jim Flemming said,

the only school of all North

west Independent Colleges
and Consortium colleges to

tem with being peniallzed or

Students could see GPA go

up or GPA drop...this could be
alarming."

